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Session learning objectivesSession learning objectives
• Appreciate the inevitable role of error in all 

research studies

• Define major types of error in research
– Random error
– Systematic error (bias)

• Identify sources and sub-types of 
systematic error

• Define and identify confounding of study 
results and conclusions

• Techniques to avoid, reduce, or compensate 
for error in research

What is research?What is research?

Let us think about 
this…..

What is research?What is research?

The NIH definition:The NIH definition:

“A systematic investigation 
designed to develop or 
contribute to generalizable 
knowledge”

What is research?What is research?
In the purest, 
most generic 
sense, it is….

““A search for truth A search for truth 
in the universein the universe””

Truth in the universeTruth in the universe

Can the investigator ever really know the 
absolute truth?

• Can we study the entire universe?
• Can our measurements be absolutely 

accurate?
• Can our data handling be error free?
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For example. Suppose your research question was as For example. Suppose your research question was as 
simple as: simple as: What is the average, and range, for serum What is the average, and range, for serum 

cholesterol in human beings on the planet earth?cholesterol in human beings on the planet earth?

• Could you ever test every human being?
– No. You take a sample, so  “sampling error” is possible

• Of all your samples, is it possible that none would be 
mishandled (lost, mislabeled, etc.)?
– No, so “random errorsrandom errors”” are likely, and possibly 

systematic errors

• When put through the lab, is that machine 100% valid 
and reliable?
– No, so some ““measurement errormeasurement error”” is to be expected

• When the results are transcribed, are errors possible?
– Yes, of course. So “random error” is likely

The relationship of research The relationship of research 
studies to the truthstudies to the truth

External validityExternal validity Internal validityInternal validity

““ValidityValidity”” of Researchof Research
• It is the degree to which a research 

parameter (test, survey, etc.) measures 
what it is intended to measure. 

• It is the ability of research to find the 
truth.

• The threats to validity are “error”.

•• ““When bias creeps inWhen bias creeps in……validity leaks outvalidity leaks out””

When & where can error occur in When & where can error occur in 
research studies?research studies?

• Study design
• Study conduct
• Study measurements
• Data handling
• Data analysis
• Drawing conclusions

Potential impact of error on study Potential impact of error on study 
resultsresults

• False negatives
• False positives
• Inaccurate effect sizes

– Underestimates
– Overestimates

• Are there any other ways to be wrong??!

Every research measurement has Every research measurement has 
multiple potential ingredientsmultiple potential ingredients

All study 
measurements have 3 
potential components:

Truth

Random errorRandom error

Systematic errorSystematic error
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What are the main categories of What are the main categories of 
research error?research error?

• Random error

• Systematic error
– AKA: Bias

• Confounding
• Will cover this later

What is random error?What is random error?

• Deviations from the true value that 
occur in a random chance pattern, 
that cannot be precisely predicted

• Examples: sloppiness, simple 
mistakes, random chance effects

What is systematic error?What is systematic error?

“Any process at any stage of inference 
which tends to produce results or 
conclusions that differ systematically from 
the truth.”
– To be distinguished from random error…

• Sackett DL. Bias in analytic research. 
J Chron Dis. 1979; 32:51-63.

Research as looking into a mirror analogy: Research as looking into a mirror analogy: 
curved mirrorscurved mirrors and and dirty mirrorsdirty mirrors

Types of error:Types of error:
The mirror image analogyThe mirror image analogy

• Consider observing or measuring 
something by looking at its’ reflection in a 
mirror. This is much like doing research
– You can’t see it directly

•• Bends or distortionsBends or distortions in the mirror (like a 
carnival mirror) are the equivalent of 
systematic errorsystematic error. They are always there.

• Dirt on the mirror is like random errorrandom error. 
Polishing the mirror (data cleanliness) can 
minimize the effects of random error.

Example: Systematic error/bias Example: Systematic error/bias vsvs chancechance

80 90
Diastolic Blood Pressure (mm Hg)

No. of 
Observ
ations

True Blood
Pressure
(Intraarterial)

Blood Pressure
(Sphygmomanometer)

Bias

Chance
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All studies make measurements.All studies make measurements.
Each of which have 2 performance parametersEach of which have 2 performance parameters

• Precision (reliability, consistency)
– degree to which the same value is obtained 

when measuring the same thing repeatedly
– affected by random errorrandom error

• Accuracy ( validity)
– degree to which a measurement represents 

what it is intended to represent
– affected by systematic errorsystematic error, e.g. observer 

bias, subject bias or instrument bias

Using a target analogyUsing a target analogy

Types of biasesTypes of biases
• There are more than 100 different 

“biases” that have been described

• However, they are commonly divided 
in to two main categories:

• Selection Bias
• Occurs during subject enrollment

• Information Bias 
• Occurs during study measurements

References: J Kishore. A Dictionary of Public Health 2007

A faulty assumption that occurs because A faulty assumption that occurs because 
there are systematic differences                                there are systematic differences                                

in characteristics between those who               in characteristics between those who               
are selected for study and those who are are selected for study and those who are 

not.not.

Selection Bias: DefinitionSelection Bias: Definition

Systematic ErrorsSystematic Errors: : Selection Bias

• Two main types:
• Ascertainment Bias is systematic error 

resulting from failure to identify equally all 
categories of individuals who are supposed 
to be represented in a group

• e.g., study based on specialty hospital.

• (Non-Random) Sampling bias
• e.g. non-representative sample.

Sampling biasesSampling biases
• All eligible subjects = the universe

• All studies take some form of sample

• Most statistical testing is based upon an 
assumption of having a true “random 
sample”

• Goal is a true “probability sample”
where each candidate has an equal 
chance of study enrollment

• At a minimum, the study population 
should be a “representative” sample
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Selection Bias: systematic differences between Selection Bias: systematic differences between 
those who are selected for study and those notthose who are selected for study and those not

• Prevalence-incidence or survival bias: Selection of 
currently available, existing cases will miss fatal and 
short episodes, and may miss mild or silent cases

• Non-response bias: Differential rates of non-response 
to inquiries between cases and controls

• Membership bias: Membership in a group (blood 
donors, Army recruits) may imply a degree of health 
differing systematically from the general population

• Referral or admission rate bias: Cases who are more 
likely to receive advanced treatment (those with 
greater access to health care or co-existing illness) 
may distort associations with other factors

•• SackettSackett D, J D, J ChronChron Dis1979; 32:51Dis1979; 32:51--63 and 63 and SchlesselmanSchlesselman J, CaseJ, Case--
Control Studies, 1982.Control Studies, 1982. 10/26/2004 Sources of error: Information bias 26

Selection bias exampleSelection bias example
• Famous experiment by Yale psychologist 

Stanley Milgram in 1960’s

• Asked people in Kansas to forward a letter 
to a target person in Massachusetts

• If did not know target person, then send it 
to someone they thought might know him

• His 1967 paper reported that it only took 5 
jumps, on average, for letters to arrive

• Resulted in the “six degrees of separation”
principle of connectedness

3/29/2005 Sources of error: Information bias 27

Selection bias example:Selection bias example:
A reA re--analysis of the study resultsanalysis of the study results

• According to Judith Kleinfeld,psychologist
at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 
archives reveal that only 30% of the 
letters actually reached their destination!

• Only those 30% (selected sub-sample) 
were used in the calculation of the “5 
steps” of separation

Gewolb, Josh.  Random samples.  Science 26 October 
2001;294:777
Kleinfeld, Judith S. Society. Jan/Feb2002; 39(2):61-66)

Spectrum Spectrum 
bias: A type bias: A type 
of selection of selection 

biasbias

Prevalence BiasPrevalence Bias

• A type of selection bias
• Occurs in the study design phase 

relating to subject enrollment

Example: 
• Imagine your research question is: 

““What is the prevalence of HBP in pts What is the prevalence of HBP in pts 
with cardiovascular disease?with cardiovascular disease?””
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Selection bias example Selection bias example Information BiasInformation Bias

Occurs during data collection. 
There are Five main categories. 

1. Misclassification Bias
2. Observer/interviewer Bias
3. Recall Bias
4. Reporting Bias 
5. Other information biases:

• Hawthorne effect, loss to follow up,   

Information Bias: systematic differences in data Information Bias: systematic differences in data 
collection/reporting between cases and controlscollection/reporting between cases and controls

• Recall bias: Questions about specific exposures may 
be asked more frequently of cases, or cases may 
search their memories more intensively

• Family information bias: The flow of family 
information about exposures or illnesses may be 
stimulated by, or directed to, a new case in its midst

• Exposure suspicion bias: Knowledge of a patient’s 
disease status may influence the intensity and 
outcome of search for exposure to a putative cause

• Instrument bias: Defects in calibration or 
maintenance of measurement instruments may lead 
to systematic deviations from true values

•• SackettSackett D, J D, J ChronChron Dis1979; 32:51Dis1979; 32:51--63 and 63 and SchlesselmanSchlesselman J, J, 
CaseCase--Control Studies, 1982.Control Studies, 1982.

MISCLASSIFICATIONMISCLASSIFICATION
Misclassification Bias: the erroneous 
classification of an individual, a value, or an 
attribute into a category other than that to which it 
should be assigned
• Often results from an improper “cutoff point” in disease 

diagnosis or exposure classification; 
• Can result from poor diagnostic test performance

• 2 types of misclassification bias
– differential (systematic)
– non differential (random)

The effect of The effect of misclassification biasmisclassification bias on on 
study results and conclusionsstudy results and conclusions Effect of misclassification biasEffect of misclassification bias

Non-differential misclassification
• Bias is towards the null 

– = more conservative
– i.e. weaker strength of association 

between the IV and DV

Differential misclassification
• Bias direction is unpredictable and 

potentially much more serious
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Recall BiasRecall Bias
Non Campus MentisNon Campus Mentis

“History, as we know, is always 
bias, because human beings have 
to be studied by other human 
beings, not by independent 
observers of another species.”

Anders Henriiksson (ed), Non Campus Mentis, NY, 
Workman Publishing Co., 2003, chapter 1

Requirements for a Requirements for a ““bias freebias free””
CaseCase--Control studyControl study

• Cases are representative of all those in the 
study base who develop the disease

• Controls are representative of all those in the 
study base at risk of developing the disease and 
eligible to become cases and be detected in the 
study

• Collection of risk factor and exposure 
information is the same for cases and controls

• Ancestral geographical origins and predominant 
environmental exposures of cases do not differ 
dramatically from controls

What is What is ““ConfoundingConfounding””??

• From the Latin confundere, to mix 
together

• “The distortion of the apparent 
effect of an exposure on risk,  
brought about by the association 
with other factor[s] that can 
influence the outcome”

• A Dictionary of Epidemiology by John Last, 1995.

ConfounderConfounder
• An extraneous variable that distorts the 

observed relationship between the study 
independent and dependent variables

• Must have independent associations with the IV 
and the DV
– i.e. is unevenly distributed between the study groups

• Is not an intermediate step on the “causal 
pathway”

Confounding variablesConfounding variables

•• Confounding variablesConfounding variables are always are always 
extraneous, but extraneous, but not all extraneous not all extraneous 
variables are confoundingvariables are confounding
–– An EV associated with both the IV and DVAn EV associated with both the IV and DV

•• Can partially or completely alter the Can partially or completely alter the 
study conclusions if not taken into study conclusions if not taken into 
account !account !
–– e.g. can result in a conclusion that A causes e.g. can result in a conclusion that A causes 

B, when truth is that A has no effect on BB, when truth is that A has no effect on B
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Imagine a research question: Imagine a research question: 
““Which hospital has better CABPG surgery Which hospital has better CABPG surgery 

outcomes?outcomes?””

Good surgery outcomes

Hospital A Good health : 80%Hospital A Good health : 80% Poor health:  10%Poor health:  10%

Hospital B Hospital B : 90%: 90% :  33%:  33%

Now, with all patients combined, Now, with all patients combined, 
calculate the good outcome rates by calculate the good outcome rates by 

hospitalhospital

Hospital A: 70%Hospital A: 70% Hospital B: 56%Hospital B: 56%

Good outcomes, stratified by health

Hospital A Good health : 80% Poor health: 10%

Hospital B : 90% 33%

Hospital A: 70% Hospital B: 56%

How is this possible?How is this possible?
• Confounding by an extraneous 

variable!
• Outcome is confounded by health 

status, which is maldistributed 
between the hospitals

The profound effects of confoundingThe profound effects of confounding

• In this case, a confounding variable 
(baseline health status) completely 
reversed the study conclusions regarding 
which hospital has the better CAPG 
surgery outcomes.

• This is because that variable was not 
evenly distributed between the 2 
hospitals, and it had a stronger association 
with out come than did the hospital type
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Examples of extraneous variables that Examples of extraneous variables that 
could be confounderscould be confounders

• Smokers in an asthma study
• Current steroid use in an asthma 

study
• Prior analgesic use in a pain study
• Prior BP meds in trauma VS study
• Stimulant drugs use in trauma VS 

study

It is said that the randomization It is said that the randomization 
process is designed to control for process is designed to control for 

confoundersconfounders

Is that true?

A study of the role of confoundingA study of the role of confounding Trying to adjust/control for suspected Trying to adjust/control for suspected 
confoundersconfounders

Known confounders should be Known confounders should be 
formally addressed in the formally addressed in the 

design and analysis phasesdesign and analysis phases

Randomization is designed to 
minimize the impact of 
“unknown” confounders

Handling potential ConfoundersHandling potential Confounders
• Conduct literature review to ascertain 

currently known risk factors
• Collect data on known risk factors and other 

potential confounders
• Compare cases and controls in prevalence of 

potential confounders: “Table 1”

• Identify associations of potential 
confounders with risk factor of interest

• Aschengrau and Seage, Essentials of Epidemiology in Public Health, 2003.
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Dealing with ConfoundersDealing with Confounders
In design:
• Randomize
• Restrict: confine study subjects to those 

within specified category of confounder
• Match: select cases and controls so 

confounders equally distributed

In analysis:
• Standardize: for age, gender, time
• Stratify: separate sample into sub-samples 

according to specified criteria (binning?)
• Multivariate analysis: adjust for many 

confounders
• Aschengrau and Seage, Essentials oin Public Health, 2003.f Epidemiology

The goals of properly done The goals of properly done 
researchresearch

1. Minimize the effects of random errorrandom error.

2. Eliminate sources of systematic errorsystematic error.

3. Identify and adjust for possible 
confoundingconfounding

All are designed to bring the investigator All are designed to bring the investigator 
closer to the real truth.closer to the real truth.

Steps to minimize types of error in Steps to minimize types of error in 
research studiesresearch studies

• Random error

• Systematic error (bias)

• Confounding

Steps to minimize Steps to minimize randomrandom errorerror
• Meticulous attention to detail in 

performing the study
– Dual data entry

• Reliability measurements
• Kappa calculations, etc.

• Sample size calculations
– To minimize Type II errors

• P value testing/confidence intervals
– To minimize Type I errors

Steps to minimize Steps to minimize SystematicSystematic errorerror

• Knowledge of proper study design 
that minimizes potential sources of 
bias

• Selecting a proper study design
• True probability sampling
• Randomization (when able)
• Blinding (when relevant and able)

Steps to minimize Steps to minimize confoundingconfounding
Design phase:
• Predict extraneous variables that may 

function as confounders
• ? Restrict those patients or 
• Measure those variables precisely
• Randomize

Analysis phase:
• Stratified analyses
• Adjusted (regression) analysis
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Observed association, 
could it be:

The process The process 
of drawing of drawing 

conclusions conclusions 
from your from your 

study resultsstudy results

Selection or 
information bias

Confounding

Chance

Causal

No

No

Probably Not
This is just an introduction to This is just an introduction to 
understanding error and bias understanding error and bias 
in research. Itin research. It’’s a long road.s a long road.


